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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Ian Farmer Associates Archaeological Services carried out an Archaeological Watching Brief
as Spital House, Thirsk Road, Northallerton, North Yorkshire, DL6 3SA, in June 2008 (North
Yorkshire County Council HBSMR reference ENY 3203, planning applications
06/00430/FUL and 06/00431/LBC).

The investigation was commissioned by Mr R.R.O’Brien, an architect acting on behalf of
private clients, Mrs B. Gammon and Mrs E.Bunyan and specifically related to a planning
application for alterations and extensions at the aforementioned property.

The medieval hospital of St James is known to lie within the vicinity of the property.

Following an Archaeological Evaluation carried out between May 29th and June 21st 2006
Darlington County Council Senior Archaeologist, Gail Falkingham advised “That an
appropriate level of archaeological recording be built in to the development programme to
allow for detailed recording, followed by analysis and publication of the results, of any
archaeological remains that will be affected by these works.   In addition, this should be
accompanied by a programme of photographic recording of the present farm house before
any restoration works are carried ou”’.

The present investigation consisted of Archaeological monitoring of ground works associated
with service and drainage trenches/manholes around the farm house and from excavations
required to underpin the present dwelling and reduce the floor level internally for damp
proofing. This involved opening 4 trenches (Figs A2.3)

All 4 trenches, revealed medieval and post medieval deposits, nearly all of which had been
deposited or redeposited after the hospital had been demolished. Trench 11 confirmed the
continuation of a robber trench for a substantial NE-SW wall which was first identified in
trench 4 of the 2006 evaluation, and the remains of a floor associated with the wall. Trench
13 revealed the remains of a NW-SE aligned wall and its associated robber trench.  Remnants
of what appeared to be a floor were revealed in trenches 11 and 12/14. However, trench 13
shows that the floor had been extensively robbed.

The area immediately to the west of the proposed building was characterised by post medieval
soil accumulation.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Ian Farmer Associates Archaeological Services carried out Archaeological Monitoring and
Building Recording at Spital House, Thirsk Road, Romanby, Northallerton, North Yorkshire,
DL6 3SA, June to July 2008 (NYCC HBSMR reference ENY3203).

The investigation was commissioned by Mr R.R.O’Brien, an architect acting on behalf of
private clients, Mrs B. Gammon and Mrs E.Bunyan and specifically related to a planning
application for alterations and extensions at the aforementioned property.

Between May 29th and June 21st 2006 Ian Farmer Associates carried out and archaeological
evaluation in advance of redevelopment of Spital House.  Following the submission of the
final written report, Darlington County Council Senior Archaeologist Gail Falkingham
advised that an archaeological watching brief and a programme of photographic recording of
the present farm house be undertaken.

This report contains the results of the building recording carried out to the standards of the
brief and as such represents a record of the building. The watching brief was carried out to the
standards required and ensured that a record was made of deposits encountered during the
groundworks

This report has been prepared by Ian Farmer Associates Archaeological Services to
specifications and recommendations provided by Darlington County Council Senior
Archaeology Officer Gail Falkingham (Appendix 1) and Central Government Planning Policy
Guidance: Note (PPG16 ref 15.5) and forms the report on archaeological work at Spital
House, Northallerton.

The recommendations largely took into account the following:

“The proposed development site lies within an area of archaeological interest, with
the potential for survival of remains of St. James Medieval hospital.  This hospital is
believed to have been founded in the late 12th century AD and survived until the
Dissolution in AD 1540. The present Spital house is listed Grade II; The listing
description indicates that the house is 16th century in origin, largely rebuilt in the 18th

century as a house and cottage on the site of medieval St. James hospital”.

They advised:

“That an appropriate level of archaeological recording be built in to the development
programme to allow for detailed recording, followed by analysis and publication of
the results, of any archaeological remains that will be affected by these works.   In
addition, this should be accompanied by a programme of photographic recording of
the present farm house before any restoration works are carried out”.

This report summarizes the topographical, geological, archaeological and historical setting of
the site, and presents the results of the Archaeological Monitoring together with the Building
Recording.
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The watching brief was conducted by Christopher Tubman and managed by Glen Foley
Principal Archaeologist. This report was prepared by Glen Foley and illustrated by Sarah
Corrigan.

2.0 SITE DESCRIPTION

Spital House is located within the parish of Romanby, on the outskirts and south east of the
town of Northallerton, North Yorkshire, SE 37475 92649.

The site under investigation is located on the north east side of the A168 Thirsk Road.  The
detached farm house and stable is set back from and perpendicular to the main road.  The
current buildings are in a poor state of repair, whilst the immediate area surrounding them is
partly under grass and partly under orchard.  This area is surrounded by timber fencing,
hedgerow and trees.  There is a gated driveway which runs along the south side of the farm
house. Site and trench location plans are included in included in Appendix 2 Figs. A2.1,
A2.2, A2.3).

3.0 GEOLOGICAL & TOPOGRAPHIC SETTING

Details of the geology underlying the site have been obtained from the British Geological
Survey.  Map sheet 42, ‘Northallerton’, solid and drift editon, 1:50,000, published in 1994
indicates that the site to be underlain by a mound of glacial till, (a boulder clay comprising of
a sandy clay with stones and boulders), which in turn lies on Triassic mudstones and
sandstones.  Spital House is situated on a mound of this glacial till, surrounded by alluvium.
The average height of this mound is c.40m above sea level, with the surrounding alluvial
deposits at c.38m above sea level.  The general area is one of low lying relief with no
outcrops of bedrock present.

There are several ponds in the immediate area but no water courses that run close to the
house.

The nearest bench mark is located on farm buildings on the south west side of the A168, 70
south east of the present site.  The value is 40.92m above sea level.

4.0 ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL
SETTING

Spital House is a Grade II listed building, the listed building description is as follows:

‘A Circa 16th century house, largely rebuilt in the 18th century as a house and a cottage.  Red
brick in English garden wall bond, course rubblestone. Pantile roof. Two storeys, 1:2 bays,
left had bay a lower cottage.  House: central board door with circa 20th century porch;
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sashes with glazing bars apart from that to the ground-floor right which has 20th century
casement, flat brick arches to the ground windows; brick coping and end stacks.  Cottage;
setback: board door with segmental brick arch to right; to left a 4-pance sash with flat brick
arch and a 12 pane side-sliding sash above; brick coping and stack to left end.  Rear: late
Circa 16th century rubblestone with quoins, evidence of stone mullions in openings.  On the
site of the medieval St. James hospital’.

The area under investigation is located in the farmyard; land registry plot4565.  This may
have been the principal location for the medieval hospital.  Earthworks in the field
surrounding Spital House, land registry plot 5365, indicate the location of structures probably
associated with the medieval hospital.  Known records from the period of the hospitals use
support the idea for at least seven structures.  Anecdotal evidence, yet to be confirmed, also
suggests that lead coffins plus contents were recovered from this field during intrusive ground
works for a water pipe in the late 1960’s.  The present whereabouts of these coffins remain
unkown.

Written records from the medieval period confirm the presence and use of the hospital from
the late 12th to the mid 15th century.

The stable block at the rear of Spital House, and perpendicular to it, is late Victorian in date,
as the building is not indicated on the 1st edition Ordnance Survey map of 1857.  Interestingly,
on the same map the suggested location of the hospital is marked as a dashed rectangular
outline in the field, circa 75m NNW of the present house.

5.0 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

5.1 Photographic Building Recording

In light of the potential destruction of material remains of the Grade II Listed
Building, the photography aimed to record the site to English Heritage level 3 and to
make the results available to interested parties.

The following elements were considered:

 Site layout and organisation

 Function

 Materials and method of construction

 Fenestration

 Internal arrangements

 Original fixtures and fittings
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 Subsequent fixtures and fittings

 Evidence of use and status

 Date and period of the initial build and subsequent alteration

 Any additional information.

5.2 Watching Brief

In light of ground works associated with the development potentially disturbing
archaeological remains, it was important to identify and record features of interest.

The following site-specific aims were considered:

 Establish the presence/absence of archaeological remains

 Determine the extent, condition, nature, character, date and significance of any
archaeological remains encountered

 Establish the nature of the activity on site

 Identify any artefacts relating to the occupation or use of the site

 To provide further information on the archaeology of Spital House from any
archaeological remains encountered

 To note any additional features.

6.0 METHOD STATEMENT

This document contains the results of two phases of archaeological fieldwork

 Photographic recording of the farm house

 Watching brief of ground works associated with redevelopment

Ian Farmer Associates Archaeological Services followed the Code of Conduct (IFA) and the
Code of Approved Practice for the Regulation of Contracted Arrangements in Field
Archaeology (IFA) throughout the investigation.
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6.1 Watching Brief

From the proposed development plans included in Appendix 1, all intrusive ground works
were archaeologically investigated. Changes to the proposed ground works occurred as and
when required.

6.2 Building Recording

Buildings recording consisted of photographic recording of the present farm house to English
Heritage Level 3 and detailed fabric record produced by building specialist Mr Peter Ryder.

6.3 Field Methods

Following a CAT scan a total of 3 trenches were machine excavated using a toothless ditching
bucket.  An archaeologist was on site at all times to observe all ground works associated with
the development, for the purpose of identifying and recording any archaeological deposits and
artefacts present.

During this time, profile sections of the trenches were logged at appropriate and locations to
illustrate the principal stratigraphic and physical characteristic of the deposits encountered.  A
unique set of context numbers was allocated to each trench.

All trenches were plotted in relation to the existing standing structures on site.  A temporary
bench mark was established on the stable block - this value was 48.30m above sea level.  This
was tied into the permanent Ordnance Survey bench mark nearby. The locations were
levelled in.

All contexts were drawn at the appropriate scale. A photographic record consisting of colour
slides, black & white prints and digital images was maintained to illustrate the principal
deposits/features.  This record also included working shots to demonstrate the general nature
of the development operations.

7.0 PROJECT ARCHIVE

The site archive of records and materials recovered is currently prepared in accordance with
MAP2, Ref. 14.1 and IFA guidelines Ref. 14.2).
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8.0 SITE NARRATIVE

8.1 Explanatory Notes

The site narrative is based on observations made in the field.  Each trench is described and
discussed individually from 11 to 14.  The descriptions are cross-referenced to the relevant
drawings, photographs, matrices and tables in the appendices.  The results from the previous
Archaeological Evaluation coupled with the artefact analyses allow for an interpretation to be
made in section 11.

8.2 Trench 11

Figs: A3.1, A3.2, A3.3, A3.4, A3.5, A3.6, A3.7, A3.8, A3.9a, A3.9b, A3.9c

A linear service trench was machined using a 0.50m toothless ditching bucket.  It was aligned
on a north-west/south-east axis and located a few metres west of the late Victorian brick
stable block.  It measured 20m x 0.60m and was excavated to a depth of c.0.50m.  A
rectangular service trench measuring 2.50m x 2.00m was excavated at its north end.
However, it was over 3m deep with unstable sides, making it unsafe to enter, only allowing a
photographic record of the features to be made (Figs A3.3,).

8.3 General Soil Profile

The general soil profile included topsoil (1100), madeground (1101, 1102, 1103, 1108, 1110,
1112, 1115) underlain by natural sub-soils (1105, 1116, 1117).

8.4 Other Features

Mortar spread (1104), intrusions (1107, 1109, 1113, 1114) and robber trench (1113).

8.5 Stratigraphy

The earliest horizon was orange yellow slightly sandy clay (1116).  It ran from the northern
limit of the trench for a distance of 2.00m, where it then disappeared below the base of the
trench (Figs A3.3). It lay at an average depth of 1.00m below present day ground levels. No
artefacts were recovered from this horizon. Likely to represent natural sub-soil.

A thin seam of what appeared to be coal (1117) lay directly over clay (1116). (Note: both
these layers were recorded from the excavator spoil as access to this part of the trench was not
possible due to its depth).
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A horizon of orange yellow sandy clay (1105), lay directly over clay (1116). Excepting
where it had been truncated by later intrusions, it extended across the whole of the trench.  Its
max visible depth was c.0.60m (seen at north end of trench) (Figs A3.3, A3.4, A3.5, A3.6,
A3.7, A3.8, A3.9a, A3.9b, A3.9c). No artefacts were recovered from this horizon. Likely to
represent natural subsoil.

Overlying horizon (1105) was a layer of loose brown sand with yellow clay lenses and
occasional small to medium sized sub-angular sandstones (1103) extending 12.50m along the
southern and central area of the trench. It varied between 0.05m to c.0.10m in depth. It
appears to be the same layer (7) identified in trench 4 of the 2006 evaluation as possible floor
makeup (Figs A3.3, A3.4, A3.5, A3.6, A3.7, A3.8, A3.9a, A3.9b, A3.9c).

Patches of a compact light grey mortar (1104) were present at the southern extent of the
trench.  They overlay sand layer (1103), extending northwards for c.0.80m, with most of their
southern edge appearing to have been truncated by intrusion (1106) and varied between
0.08m to 0.10m in depth (Figs A3.6, A3.7). No artefacts were recovered from this deposit.
Possibly represents remains of a mortar surface - occupation layer.

Centrally located within the trench, was an ovoid shaped intrusion with near vertical sides and
a concave base (1107). It measured 0.35m x 0.30m and was 0.23m deep. .It appeared to cut
through or abut sand layer (1103) and was filled with moderately firm dark grey/brown sandy
clay with occasional small mortar inclusions (1108 = 1102). Possible posthole (Figs A3.8,
A3.9,).

Located c.0.40m to the north of intrusion (1107) was a sub-circular intrusion with near
vertical sides and flat base (1109).  It measured 0.48m x 0.27m, 0.28m deep and was filled
with moderately firm dark grey/brown sandy clay (1110 = 1102). No artefacts were
recovered from this material. Possible posthole (Figs A3.8, A3.9, A3.9b).

A ‘u’ shaped linear intrusion (1114) aligned NE-SW was located c.0.03m south of intrusion
(1107).  It measured 0.55m wide by 0.43m deep and ran beyond both sides of the trench. It
was filled with a moderately firm mid brown/grey sandy clay (1115).  No artefacts were
recovered from this material (Figs. A3.5, A3.8,). Possible gulley.

A linear shaped intrusion (1113) NE-SW was centrally located in the trench.  It appears to be
the same feature identified as robber trench (9) in the 2006 evaluation.  It was 1.70m wide and
0.38m deep with a flat base and steep sides. It was backfilled with moderately firm dark
grey/brown sandy clay (1112 = 1102) (Figs A3.5, A3.8, A3.9b).

At the southern extent of the trench, mortar spread (1104) was truncated on it’s western and
southern extents. The cut (1106) had steep sloping sides, undercut in places and intruded into
the underlying layers to a depth of at least 0.30m (Figs A3.6, A3.7). It was backfilled with
demolition material (1102).  Possibly represents robbing.

Extending for a distance of c.16m from the south side of the trench was a layer of moderately
firm dark brown sandy clay (1102) (Figs. A3.5, A3.6,). It had the appearance of a demolition
layer, with occasional inclusions of gravel to cobble sized sandstone fragments, cobbles,
pieces of mortar, brick fragments (17th c. or later type), two possible stone roof tile fragments,
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a fragment of pantile (17th c. or later), a small bone fragment and piece of oyster shell.  The
presence of soot on what may be a medieval glazed floor tile fragment suggests re use of the
tile. Several sherds of local post medieval earthenware (16th to 18th c.) and a sherd of
Notingham type stoneware (18th to 19th c.) were also recovered. It gradually increased in
depth from its northern limit, varying throughout, to a maximum depth of c.0.70m at the
southern extent of the trench where it filled intrusion (1106). This layer appears to be the
same layer identified as post medieval soil accumulation (2) in the 2006 evaluation.

Overlying layer (1102) and extending across the whole of the trench, was a horizon of
moderately firm dark grey/brown sandy clay (1101). It varied between c.0.15m to c.0.20m in
depth (Figs A3.2, A3.4,). Post-medieval soil accumulation.

Overlying layer (1101) was a topsoil of moderately firm dark grey/brown sandy silt and clay
(1100).  It had occasional mortar pieces, crushed ceramic building material, fragments of shell
and C19th pottery sherds. It varied between c.0.15m to c. 0.20m in depth (Figs A3.5, A3.6,).
Modern topsoil.

Discussion

The earliest archaeological horizon was a layer of sand (1103) overlying glacial till and
extending across most of the trench.  It appears to be the same layer (7) identified in trench 4
of the 2006 evaluation as medieval floor makeup. A spread of compact mortar (1104)
overlying sand (1103) at the southern end of the trench would further support this view.

A robber trench for a substantial NE-SW aligned medieval wall was revealed in trench 4 of
the 2006 evaluation; this appears to be the same robber trench (1113) identified in this trench.
The aforementioned sand horizon lay either side of the robber trench, extending at least
c.9.00m to the south and c.3.30m to the north of the cut.  If this was makeup for a floor it
would suggest that the interior of the building lay on the south side of the robber trench.  The
presence of the sand makeup and a gulley on the north side may indicate a flagged area
outside the building with associated drainage. The gulley was filled with a material which was
distinct from the overlying post medieval demolition layer, possibly representing silting of the
gulley

The two sub-circular intrusions which lay just to the north of the gulley, the robber trench and
the intrusion (1106) at the south end of the trench were backfilled with the same post
medieval demolition material (1102) suggesting that the backfilling was all one event. Finds
from (1102) were C18th in origin. This was in turn overlain by an accumulation of post
medieval soils (1101) and modern topsoil (1100) which contained C19th pottery.

8.6 Trench 12

Figs: A3.1, A3.10, A3.11

A linear service trench was machine excavated using a 0.50m toothless ditching bucket. It
initially measured 17m x 0.60m and was excavated to a depth of c.0.90m. It was aligned
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roughly parallel to and c.2.70m from the rear of Spital House on a NE-SW alignment (Fig.
A3.10). However, this trench was later extended westwards, which was recorded separately as
trench 14.

8.7 General Soil Profile

The general soil profile included topsoil (1200), madeground (1201, 1202, 1203, 1204)
underlain by natural subsoil (1205).

8.8 Stratigraphy

The earliest horizon was an orange yellow slightly sandy clay (1205).  It extended along the
whole of the trench, lying c.0.60m below present day ground level (Figs. A3.10, A3.11). No
artefacts were recovered from this horizon.  Likely to represent natural subsoil.

Centrally located within the trench and lying directly over horizon (1205) was a spread of
loose yellow sand (1202). It varied between 0.02m to 0.06m in depth and measured 0.70m
across, with its north and south limits lying beyond the trench sides (Figs. A3.10, A3.11). It
appears to be the remnants of the same material (1103) found in trench 11 and layer (7)
identified in trench 4 of the 2006 evaluation which were also seen to overly natural soil. No
artefacts were recovered from this deposit. Possible construction layer.

Located c.0.30m to the east of sand spread (1202) and directly over horizon (1205) was a
spread of compact light grey mortar (1203).  It had an average depth of c.0.06m and measured
c.0.40m across with its north and south limits lying beyond the trench sides (Figs. A3.10,
A3.11). A similar spread of mortar (14) was identified in trench 3 of the 2006 evaluation
which was located c.2.50m to the west. Possible remnants of mortared surface.

Extending along the whole of the trench and overlying mortar spread (1205) was a layer of
moderately firm dark brown sandy clay (1204).  It had occasional small to medium sized
sandstone fragments, cobbles and pieces of mortar (Fig. A3.10). It varied in depth from
c.0.20m to c.0.30m and appeared to be the same material (1102) identified in trench 11 and
context (7) in trench 3 of the 2006 evaluation as a demolition layer.

Overlying layer (1204) and extending across the whole of the trench, was a horizon of
moderately firm dark grey/brown sandy clay (1201 = 1101).  It had occasional mortar pieces
and varied between c.0.15m to c.0.20m in depth (Fig. A3.10). Post-medieval soils.

Overlying layer (1201) was a topsoil of moderately firm dark grey/brown sandy silt and clay
(1200). Recovered pottery dated from 18th to 20th c. It varied between c.0.15m to c. 0.20m in
depth (Fig. A3.10). Post-medieval to modern soils.
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Discussion

The earliest archaeological activity appears to be the remnants of medieval floors. The
earliest being a compacted mortar spread (1203) which lay directly on glacial till. A spread of
sand (1202) appeared to be the same material (1103) found in trench 11 and layer (7) in trench
(4), (which contained medieval artefacts). It also lay directly over glacial till but at a slightly
higher level and perhaps would have provided bedding for a flagged floor.

Overlying the remains of the floors extending across the whole of the trench was demolition
material (1204), which appeared to be the same material recorded in Trench 11 as (1102),
containing 16th Century artefacts. This in turn was overlain by post medieval soil
accumulation (1201), then modern topsoil (1200).

8.9 Trench 13

Figs: A3.1, A3.12, A3.13

A linear service trench was machine excavated using a 0.50m toothless ditching bucket.  It
measured 13m x 0.80m and was excavated to a depth of c.0.80m.  It was aligned on an
approximate NE-SW alignment and was situated between trench 11 and trench 12 (Fig.
A3.12).

8.10 General Soil Profile

The general soil profile included topsoil (1300), madeground (1301, 1302,).

8.11 Other Features

Stone wall (4)

8.12 Stratigraphy

Most of the backfill of trench 3 of the 2006 evaluation was removed during the excavation of
this trench, destroying robber trench (10) and exposing the NW-SE aligned wall (4.)
However, these features had already been recorded during the evaluation (Fig. A3.12).

Extending along the whole of the trench and over wall (4) was a layer of moderately firm dark
grey/brown sandy clay (1302). It had occasional small to medium sized sandstone fragments,
cobbles and pieces of mortar. Two sherds of medieval earthenware dating between 16th to
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18th c. were recovered from its matrix. It varied in depth from c.0.50m to c.0.60m.and lay
c.0.10m below present day ground level (Fig. A3.13). Possible demolition layer.

Overlying layer (1302) and extending across the whole of the trench, was a horizon of
moderately firm dark grey/brown sandy clay (1301).  It had occasional mortar pieces, ceramic
building materials.  Pottery sherds dating between 18th to 20th c. although a sherd of
whiteware may be medieval. It varied between c.0.08m to c.0.12m in depth (Fig. A3.13).
Post Medieval soils.

Overlying layer (1301) was a topsoil of moderately firm dark grey/brown sandy silt and clay
(1300). It varied between c.0.10m to c. 0.13m in depth (Fig. A3.13). Modern Topsoil.

Discussion

As discussed in the 2006 report “a post medieval robber trench (10) had removed the
foundation for a substantial wall of which only a fragment of the foundation base survived
(4).  It is likely that the wall foundation which was at least 1.20m wide and aligned NW-SE,
formed the base of a wall of a substantial structure associated with the medieval hospital
complex.  The surviving fragment of this foundation shows that it was composed of heavily
mortared cobbles and sandstone fragments. It is possible that robber trench (9) in trench 4
which bears a close comparison to the one in trench 3 marked the site of a similar wall
associated with a structure which formed part of the medieval hospital complex. It is indeed
possible that they are associated with the same structure.  The surviving fragment of wall
foundation in trench 3 may mark the junction between two walls, with another wall
foundation aligned at right angles to this one.  However as this wall fragment extended
outside the trench limits it was not possible to confirm this”. The 2008 works revealed no
such junction with another wall.

At the eastern extent of the trench (which overlapped trench 11) medieval mortar floor (1104)
had been intruded into (1106) and subsequently backfilled with demolition materal (1302),
which extended across the whole of the trench, suggesting extensive robbing of occupation
layers. This was overlain by post-medieval to modern soils accumulation (1301, 1300).

8.13 Trench 14

Figs: A3.1, A3.14, A3.15

A linear service trench was machined using a 0.50m toothless ditching bucket.  It was aligned
NE-SW (Fig.A3.1).  As previously discussed this was the westward extension of trench 12. It
measured 21.5m x 0.60m and was excavated to a depth of c.0.50m.  A rectangular trench
measuring 2.0m x 2.60m was excavated at its western end to a depth of c.3.20m.  However, it
was over 3m deep with unstable sides, making it unsafe to enter, only allowing a
photographic record of the features to be made (Figs. A3.14, A3.15). The proposed ground
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works to the NW in the paddock area were revised and intrusive ground works did not take
place.

8.14 General Soil Profile

The general soil profile included topsoil (1400), underlain by natural subs-oils (1401, 1403).

8.15 Other Features

Cobbles (1402).

8.16 Stratigraphy

The earliest horizon was an orange yellow slightly sandy clay (1403).  It ran from the western
limit of the trench for a distance of c.2.00m where it then disappeared below the base of the
trench. It lay at an average depth of between 0.80m to 1.00m below present day ground levels
(Fig. A3.15). No artefacts were recovered from this horizon. Glacial till.

Overlying layer (1403) and extending across the whole of the trench, was a horizon of
moderately firm dark brown sandy clay, with lenses of redish yellow sand (1401). No
artefacts were recovered from this horizon. It varied between c.0.50m to c.0.70m in depth.
Soil accumulation.

Situated c.5.00m from the western limit of the trench lying on top of and partly within soils
(1403) was a c.1.50m wide spread of small to large quite loosely spaced river cobbles (1404),
apparently on a NW –SE alignment (Figs. A3.14, A3.15).

Overlying layer (1401) was a horizon of moderately firm dark grey/brown sandy silt and clay
(1400). Two pottery sherds were recovered from its matrix, one orange glaze piece may be
medieval the other blgre being 18th to 20th c.  Two fragments of ceramic tile were also
recovered. It varied between c.0.10m to c. 0.13m in depth (Fig. A3.15). Post-medieval to
modern soils.

Discussion

Natural glacial till was overlain by soil accumulation (1401). A spread of cobbles (1404)
within its matrix may represent the disturbed remains of a cobbled surface, possibly from
cobbled road (3) which was recorded on a NW-SE alignment in nearby trench 6 of the 2006
evaluation. The stones were similar in character to that of the aforementioned road (3).
However, they appeared more disturbed and not on the predicted alignment.  They may have
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originated from that road or perhaps be the disturbed remains of another cobbled feature.
This was overlain by post-medieval to modern soils (1401 – 1400).

8.17 Ground works for paved areas

The ground works for the new paved areas were of a superficial nature, only removing
modern topsoil to a maximum depth of c.0.36m, which had already been impacted by plant
operating in wet conditions. No archaeological deposits were encountered (Figs.3.16).

9.0 ARTEFACT REPORTS

POT AND MISCELLANEOUS FINDS

QUANTIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION AND DATING

A small assemblage of 72 sherds of pottery weighing 1693 grms was recovered from the site.
There were also five fragments of clay pipe stem and ten of various kinds of ceramic building
material. The distribution of the finds in the areas excavated is shown in the table. In addition
to these items there were two flat fragments of stone, probably roof flags, from Tr. 11 and
three glass fragments from the Annex. A two pence piece dated 1977 from the front entrance
is assumed to be intrusive as the other finds from here suggested a 17th or perhaps early 18th
century date. There were a few fragments of medieval, or possible medieval pottery, present
but the majority of the assemblage appeared to be of 17th/19th century date. However, sherds
which could definitely be assigned to the 19th century were in the minority.

pottery clay pipe cbm
Tr. 11 11 5
Tr. 12 9
Tr. 13 18 3
Tr. 14 2 2
Front 3 3
Annex 28 1
Rear 1

Range and Variety (see catalogue for details)
There were two fragments of reduced green glazed pottery. One, a base sherd was
of late medieval type (14th/15th c.). The other was a thumbed pad (probably a handle
attachment), glazed both inside and out, and possibly 16th century. There were two
other possible medieval fragments but the bulk of the assemblage comprised post
medieval oxidised wares.
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One group of these has been catalogued as 'local post medieval' and has a light
red/light orange to buff fabric with brown or green/brown glazes. Two jars, one
handled, and a probable bowl were present. These are post medieval coarsewares
typical of the 16th and 17th centuries, and a production site is known to be located at
Osmotherley (Wrathmell 1988, p. 39 and Brears 1971 p. 228), a few miles to the
west of Northallerton. Similar types are also known from Durham (Ellison 1993 p. 96).
Such types continued to be made into the 18th century.

More numerous, though on average smaller, were sherds of 'later glazed red
earthenware'. The fabric is typically hard and quite a dark red colour, though these
wares were referred to as 'brownwares' by those who produced them. They were
manufactured in large quantities at various sites in the north-east from the 18th
through to the 20th century. There were both plain brown glazed, and vessels with an
internal white slip coating, present, and a single black glazed sherd (a jar rim). Most
of the other sherds appeared to be from bowls. A few other fragments of red
earthenware did not fit into either of these two groups (see catalogue). There were a
few other earthenwares of 17th/18th century type including a small fragment of a
Staffordshire type and the base of a tin glazed earthenware dish.

Two of the clay pipe stems from the Annex ([1501]) were marked with a small heart
shaped stamp with the initials WI. This stamp is known but the maker has not yet
been identified (Susie White pers comm.).

Methodology
The group was catalogued by context and sherd family (sherds from one vessel, with
miscellaneous sherds grouped by type in one record), recording counts and weights.

Discussion/Potential
The 'later' redwares, which were a major component of the assemblage, cannot be
closely dated on their own as, although they appear in the first half of the 18th

century, they continue in production in the region into the 20th century. The little that
could be more clearly dated to the 19th century (small fragments of refined whiteware
and the impressed stoneware jar) was associated both with clearly earlier material
and with the 'later' redwares. It is thus not possible to assess how much of the
assemblage is 'residual' in 19th century deposits or if perhaps, in the case of
Trenches 11 and 12, the small fragments of 19th century pottery are intrusive into
essentially earlier material.  The range of post medieval material is of some interest
but, unfortunately, the small size of the assemblage limits any further interpretation
and there is no potential for further work.

References
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Abbreviations used in catalogue:

Fabric names:
blgre Black glazed later red earthenware
ew earthenware
gl glazed
lgre Later glazed red earthenware (18th to 20th c.)
lgre sl As above with internal slip coating
lpm Local post medieval (earthenware) 16th to 18th c.
pm rg Post medieval reduced green glazed (16th c.)
ref ww Refined white earthenware (18th c. ->)
tge Tin glazed earthenware (17th/18th c.)
util st Utilitarian ('modern') stoneware (19th c.)
wsglst White salt glazed stoneware (18th c.)

Form sherds:
b base
h handle
r rim

Mainly used in comments:
dec decoration
ext external
gl glazed
glx2 glazed inside and out
int internal

int internal
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SPHO8 pot: catalogue by context

Count Weight
Unstratified
blackw 1 80 sp Teapot spout with gold painted dec.

Context 1100 19th century
pm rg 1 21 With thumbed pad
ref ww 2 6 One with painted dec. One with mixed colour glazes. Too small

to identify clearly.

Context 1102 18th century
lpm 7 226 r+h Oxidised light red fabric with green glaze. Jar rim and strap
handle
brown gl st 1 6 r Nottingham type stoneware with rich brown gl. Slightly out turned

rim, grooves on body.

Context 1200 19th century?
late rg 1 30 b
black gl red 1 8 Flake - light red fabric
red ew 1 15 Flake of light red earthenware, only ungl outer surface remains.
lgre sl 5 50 2r Everted flanged bowl rim. Another small rolled out rim.
ref ww 1 9 b Base of sponge dec hollow ves.

Context 1301 19th century
whitew 1 11 Flat frag with pink margins/surfaces. Ungl. ?medieval
red ew 1 18 Ungl fragment of red ew. Not sure what this is - may be cbm.
lgre 5 81 r Plain brown gl everted/flanged rim.
lgre sl 3 168 2r Glaze has slight blue tinge over white int slip. Bowl rims - one

rolled over, one thickened and rolled out.
util st 6 295 b lid Jar with impressed mark BOLLAND BEDALE. Grey stoneware, lid

and part of base have brown colouring to gl. Clear elsewhere.

Context 1302 16th/17th century
pink ew 1 80 Flakey/worn int yellow gl speckled with copper green. ?Post- med

bowl
lpm 1 31 h Strap handle with green gl

Context 1401 ?18th century
orange gl 1 6 ?medieval
blgre 1 22 r Slightly clubbed ?jar rim

Context 1501 17th century
red ew 2 69 Two joining pieces, gl x2 greeny brown
lpm 1 5 Lighter fabric than 2 joining sherds this context.
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SPHO8 pot: catalogue by context

Count Weight

Context 1603 18th century
red ew 1 21 r Light red fabric with some opaque white inclusions, partial
reduced

core. Slightly clubbed rim and int gl.
tge 4 70 b Ring base of dish with pale blue tin glaze. 18th century
brown gl ew 4 51 b Three bits clubbed base, may be one vessel but too abraded to
be

sure. Soft buff fabric, brown streaky uneven gl. 17th/18th c.
Staffs type 1 3 Buff ew with clear gl with brown slip mottling ext. Beginning of

handle? Small hv (mug or jug). 17th/18th c.
lpm 3 141 2r b Clubbed jar rim, other is simple, probably everted bowl rim,

thickened base. Base is reduced with only ext margin oxidised,
bowl rim has thin grey core, also slightly streaky - ?same ves -
greenish int gl. Jar rim is paler light orange with buff ext margin.
Brown int gl.

brown gl st 1 16 r Everted rim with band of lines of small sub rect impressions.
Notts/Derbyshire type?

brown gl st 2 68 Two joining coarse stoneware with glossy brown gl ext and light
greyish int gl. Fabric varies from greyish buff to pale orange.
Straight sided jar.

wsglst 1 1
lgre 5 44 b Clubbed base. Sherds not all same ves but plain brown gl x2 -

lowest bit of base not glazed ext.
lgre sl 5 39 r 2b Rim, bases and one other have brown streaked/mottled gl on int

white slip. Additional frag is plain, but small so could be from ves
with streaked gl.

buff ew 1 2 b Part of a ring base, clear gl.
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SPHO8 pot: catalogue by context

Non-pot finds
Context 1100
Small lump of mortar
Fragment of shell

Context 1102
A chunk of mortared ?wall core
3 brick fragments:

1 is c. 105mm wide
1 is c. 45mm thick
1 has no measurable dimensions

Fabric is light red/pinkish red with grey core in parts. 17th c. or later type.
Corner of a stone roof flag
A fragment of another possible roof flag

[Separate bag with pot]
Fragment of pantile (17th c. or later)
Fragment of glazed floor tile, 30mm thick. Possibly medieval, sooting suggests re use.
Small fragment of bone
Fragment of oyster shell.

Context 1108
2 small lumps of mortar

Context 1301
Small lump of mortar
3 joining flakes of dark red cbm. ?tile/drain

Context 1401
2 fragments of cbm/tile.

Context 1501
3 pieces of clay pipe stem. 2 have small heart impression with letters WI within. Stem bore 6/64"
Two pence piece 1977

Context 1603
Clay pipe stem 7/64" stem bore.
Clear glass ?jar fragment
Bottle neck in brown glass with shallow spiral grooves
Fragment of dark green bottle glass

Context 1703
Piece of clay pipe stem 7/64" bore.
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10.0 INTERPRETATION

Medieval or early post-medieval deposits were exposed in all trenches.  In trench 11 the
principal deposits were the likely remains of a floor and a robber trench for a NE-SW aligned
wall.  This wall was first identified in trench 4 of the 2006 evaluation and the present work
has demonstrated that it continued south-westwards.  Trench 13 revealed the remains of a
NW-SE aligned wall and its associated robber trench which was recorded in trench 3 of the
2006 evaluation. It was postulated in the 2006 report that these former walls were the north-
eastern and south-western walls of the same building. Remnants of what appeared to be a
floor in trenches 11 and 12/14 between these former walls would support this theory.
However, trench 13 shows that the floor had been extensively robbed. The presence of a
gulley just to the north of the proposed building and the close proximity of undisturbed
glacial till to present day ground level might suggest that this area was the exterior of the
building..

Trench 12/14 cut across the predicted course of NW-SE aligned wall (in trenches 3/13),
however, no wall or robber trench was found.  This suggests two possibilities.  Either the wall
stopped between the two trenches or all evidence of a wall including robbing had been
completely removed.  It should be noted that trench 12/14 and trench 3 were only c.1.00m
apart which would leave just enough room for a return wall in this area. However, the
remnants of floor deposits in trench 12/14 would suggest that the building did continue to the
south.  Even though this trench was the closest to Spital House, it did not reveal the
relationship between the proposed building and Spital House.

As stated in the 2006 report, the demolition material would indicate the wealth and status of
the former structure.  Further examples of stone roof tiles and glazed floor tile were
recovered, continuing to hint at a prestigious building.

The area immediately to the west of the proposed building was characterised by post
medieval soil accumulation and modern topsoil. Although not the actual road itself, a spread
of loosely spaced cobbles in trench 12/14 may be scattered remnants from a cobbled road
located in nearby trench 6 just to the south, or perhaps belong to another separate cobbled
structure.
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11.0 CONCLUSIONS/THE WIDER RESEARCH
CONTEXT

The watching brief ensured the identification and recording of early post medieval structures
and demolition deposits. This shows continuity in use of the land for building purposes from
early post-med to present day. With the fragmentary nature of the investigations any
conclusions must be tentative, but it appears that substantial medieval or early post medieval
building/s dominated the area where the farmyard of Spital House is now situated.

The list of buildings given in a series of 13th century documents, and those implied by service
people there such as bakers etc suggests that there was a large collection of structures akin to
small monastic establishment on the site. The structures identified in this report may belong
to this group of buildings and as such add to the archaeological evidence that can be used to
address a range of research issues concerning the origins and development of the medieval
hospital of St James in Romanby, Northallerton.

12.0 PHOTOGRAPHIC SURVEY

Spital House Farm presents the appearance of a small Georgian farmhouse of two broad bays,
with a rather lower single-bay cottage added to the west end, but incorporates fabric of an
earlier stone house in its end and rear elevations, which in turn re-uses medieval material
from the medieval hospital which stood upon the site (Figs A5.9. A5.10, A5.11).

The front elevation of the main body of the house, facing south, is of old orange brick, laid in
English Garden Wall Bond 1 & 5, with a pantile roof; the brick wall stands on a rough stone
footing (as do all the brick internal walls, Fig A5.99.) The elevation is of two storeys and
two broad bays, with a boarded door under a flat-arched lintel set slightly left-of centre (Fig
A5.21); they are now in poor condition; that on the ground floor right has been replaced by a
20th century small-paned casement (Fig A5.19).  There is a stepped brick cornice at eaves
level; there were end stacks, but these have fallen.  To the left is the single-bay cottage, built
in similar brick but in a rather less regular bond (Fig A5.14).  This has a similar cornice at a
lower level; the doorway set hard up against the west end of the house, looks to be secondary,
and has a slightly segmental-arched head in pink brick (Fig A.22).  The ground floor window
is a 4-pane sash, with horns (Fig A5.23); the upper one, tucked directly beneath the eaves, has
now lost both its carpentry and its lintel (Fig A5.24).  At the west end the lower part of the
south-west angle is formed by five cut sandstone blocks which oddly comprise the north
jamb, chamfered to the west and rebated to the east, of a doorway, of 17th century or earlier
character, that has been set north-south.  This is a puzzling feature, but seems to be in situ as
two pintels are still in position for the hanging of the door; nothing remains of the south jamb
(Fig A5.25, A.26,), and the present brick garden wall (later 19th or 20th century) is set on a
line a little further to the east (Fig A5.12). The end and rear elevations of the house have now
been cleared of render, and shown to be of roughly-coursed stone, largely cobbles (Fig A.79),
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although there are some courses and areas of larger cut blocks of yellowish sandstone, some
showing a distinct diagonal tooling.

At the south-east corner the brickwork of the front returns onto the end wall as a series of
alternating panels or pseudo-quoins except in the upper third of the angle where it extends
further north in an irregular manner. Directly below the position of the end stack there is a
disturbed area near the foot of the wall, where a projecting oven may have been cut away.
Further north, in the end of the outshut, are a blocked doorway (its lower part infilled with
stone, its upper in oldish brick) and, above it, a small window with a timber lintel and some
brick in its jambs and sill (Fig A5.79).

The west end of the house is largely covered by the added cottage, but to the north there is a
short length of wall, now largely whitewashed, containing a small Yorkshire sash window on
the ground floor (Fig A5.17).

The floor of the farmhouse and the cottage was tiled throughout with red tiles (Fig A5.82).
this in turn overlay an earlier cobbled floor/makeup.

The north elevation of the house, the rear wall of the outshut, has several features of interest.
The northern angle quoins are substantial squared blocks of sandstone; those at the north-east
angle are laid in a fairly regular alternating manner, and incorporate at least one block with a
cut-out corner re-used from some earlier context (Fig A5.12).  On the north face of the north-
western quoins are three large almost square blocks alternating with much smaller ones (Fig
A5.16).  Near the east end of the wall is a former doorway with a timber and some larger
blocks in its jambs, now reduced to a window (also blocked), set directly above to light the
upper room in the eastern part of the outshut (Fig A5.33).  Beyond this is a roughly square
stair window set at mid-height in the wall (above which the wall face has partly collapsed)
(Fig A5.29) and then, set a little lower, a casement window in an opening that has extended
further to the west, this part now being infilled in old brick; in its original form this seems to
have been a timber mullioned window of three light.  Above and to the right is a low window
to the western upper room, a Yorkshire sash with two panes set horizontally in each leaf,
divided by a narrow moulded glazing bar (Fig A5.31).

The west elevation of the Cottage is in brick except for the lower 0.60m or so, which is made
up of four or five courses of big cobbles (Figs A5.38, A5.39).  The north wall is
whitewashed, having been covered until recently by an outshut, now demolished; its only
feature is a boarded door at the east end (Fig A5.17).
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The Interior

The House

The two principal ground floor rooms are the Living Room to the east and Sitting Room to
the west, with a full-height brick cross-wall between them; the front door opening into a
passage to the east of this, partitioned off from the Sitting Room by a thin wall (Fig A5.37);
the passage leads to a lobby giving access to a corridor extends west to give access to the
Cottage, the Kitchen in the western part of the outshut, and the Living Room are doorways
onto the stair and the Bathroom, both within the outshut (Fig A5.68).

At first floor level, a landing in the central portion of the outshut serves the two large
bedrooms in the main body of the house and the two smaller ones in the outshut.  Until
recently the only access to the bedroom in the Cottage was a winder stair in the north-west
angle of its living room (Figs A5.90, A5.97).

A red square tile floor (Figs A5.82) was present throughout the whole of the ground floor
(including the cottage and outshut). In the house the tiles overlay a sand bedding (1501),
which in turn overlay cobble and brick makeup (1502), (Figs. A5.101, A5.102,). In the
Cottage Annex, the tiles overlay a sand bedding (1601), overlying a worn cobble surface
(1602), overlying silt and sand makeup (1603), which in turn overlay a worn cobble surface
(1604) (Fig. A5.112). In the East Outshut, the tiles overlay a sand bedding (1701), overlying
a worn cobble and brick surface (1702), which in turn overlay a silt and sand makeup (1703)
(Figs. A5.117, A5.118). However, the sequence in the Sitting Room was slightly different.
Overlying the cobbled surface were two mortar bonded brick beams c1.00m apart and
standing two courses high running parallel from east to west across the floor (Fig A5.84).
Rows of loose bricks filled the spaces between (Fig A5.113).  These in turn were overlain by
sand, cobble and brick makeup (Fig A5.119), which was capped by the red tiles.

The Sitting Room is ceiled by north-south upright-section joists of no great age, at their north
ends resting directly on top of the slightly more substantial and presumably older joists that
span the corridor (Fig A5.44). At their north ends these carry an east-west plate which in turn
supports the first floor brick wall between the main body and outshut bedrooms, which oddly
is twice the thickness of that below.  The Sitting Room was heated by a diagonally-set
fireplace (Fig A5.43), in its north-west corner; a peculiar sooted diagonal line in the wall
behind suggests that this was not the original arrangement (Fig A5.83).  At the south end of
the west wall is a bricked-up doorway, now forming a recess towards the Cottage; brickwork
both in its jambs and in those of the present doorway into the Cottage, from the corridor,
suggests that both are secondary to the earlier stone end wall (Fig A5.83). The east wall was
founded on a single unbounded course of dressed yellow sandstone blocks (Fig A5.84).

The Living Room has heavy square-section joists set east-west, which look of quite early
(17th century?) character (Fig A5.76); at their east ends they rest not on but a little above a
heavy bressumer that spans the whole width of the room (Fig A5.111), with a run-out
chamfer spanning the hearth, which has a brick spur wall dividing it from a square
compartment on the north which until recently was completely sealed off with brickwork (Fig
A5.62).  The rear face of the bressumer shows both an old stopped chamfer and a series of
cuts, perhaps for joist, implying that it has been re-used, apparently at least twice.
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Within the hearth a projecting chimney breast contained a fireplace, with a deep cupboard on
either side (Fig A5.62).  Chimney breast and cupboards have now been removed, exposing
the stone rear wall of a larger hearth into which various features have been cut, not at all easy
to interpret.  Two irregular plastered recesses represent the backs of the former cupboards,
with a lower and wider recess between them that may relate to some sort of oven, although to
the left of this a small blocked opening with a flat arched brick head looks like the remains of
a bread oven, which the external evidence would also point towards (Fig A5.86).

The square structure on the north of the hearth may have originated as a copper or set-pot.
The lower part of its front wall is of big sandstone blocks, much cut-about, and seems to have
had a central stoke-hole.  Brickwork above this has now been removed, exposing the
plastered interior of the compartment which has various cuts in its walls (one for a flue rising
to the chimney above) and a blocked round–headed arch on the north, roughly cut through the
brickwork (although with one large stone on the north face) (Figs A5.87, A5.89, A5.93), also
visible from the bathroom in the outshut (Figs A5.88, A5.94). A square red tiled floor (Fig
A5.82) overlay a compact deposit of sand and cobbles (Figs A5.95, A5.96), perhaps
representing floor makeup or the disturbed remains of an earlier surface.

Entering the bathroom (the room in the east end of the outshut), the blocked doorways on east
and north are clearly visible (Fig A5.94); above the east jamb of the latter, and c 10cm to the
west, is a vertical straight joint rising to a timber lintel just below the ceiling, evidence of a
window or overlight directly above the door (Fig A5.33).

The south wall of the kitchen (the room in the west end of the outshut) shows several features
of interest.  A little to the west of the doorway is a straight joint rising, the full height of the
wall, with plaster on the return; this seems to form the east side of a blocked opening c 0.90m
wide.  The eastern section of wall is of narrow bricks, and the western section of broader
ones, although the infill of the opening, which stratigraphically must be later than both, is of
narrow ones again (Figs A5.106, A5.107).

The dog-leg stair, opening from the Living Room, has a balustrade to its upper flight
(returned eastward along the landing) that has plain stick balusters and a square section
handrail with a beading on its lower angle, along with plain rectangular newels (Figs A5.75,
A5.78.

The stairhead lobby has its floor at the level of those of the two main bedrooms, with the
smaller rooms within the outshut each one step down (Fig A5.51).

The main western bedroom has an inserted brick stack and simple fireplace set north-of-
centre in its west wall (Fig A5.49), with a bricked-up doorway to the south (Fig A5.46).  To
the north of the stack a new opening has been made through the wall (Fig A5.80), from the
fabric of which several re-used medieval architectural fragments have been retrieved,
including a block with a roll moulding which is probably of 12th or early 13th century date
(Fig A5.116). The brick east wall of the room is continued to the full height of the roof (thus
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obviating the need for a central truss); at attic level is a small secondary opening (Fig A5.47).
The section of roof over the room has a central truss with a heavy cambered tie-beam (almost
certainly re-used); both principals are re-used pieces as well, having older mortices in their
soffits just below the apex. The roof has no ridge (the rafter pairs are jointed together at the
apex), and there is now a single level of purlin on each roof slope; the northern principle has
cuts for two earlier purlins, one just below one and one just below the present apex.  Some of
the rafters have mortices or cuts indicating previous use, but not enough to establish a regular
pattern (Fig A5.48).

The main eastern bedroom had a boldly-projecting chimney breast, with a cupboard on each
side (Figs A5.69, A5.70), but this has now been removed.  The truss above is very similar to
that over the western room, except that the tie-beam is a simple straight timber, although
again with pegholes indicating some previous use (Figs A5.71, A5.72, A5.73, A5.74).

The western outshut bedroom has a floor of old broad boards set east-west (which, rather
puzzlingly, are laid on a lower level of narrower boards).  The west end wall is largely of
tooled ashlar blocks, which are clearly re-used medieval material (Figs A5.50, A5.51).

The eastern outshut bedroom has some brickwork in the internal jambs of the small window
at the east end; the blocked window in the low north wall shows as a recess close to the west
end of the wall (Figs A5.52, A5.53).

The Cottage

(Although the interiors of the two parts of the building are described separately, they seem to
have been integrated together in at least the latest phase of the use of the property)

The ground floor room of the Cottage has had a large hearth set against its west wall (Figs
A5.54, A5.97); the room is spanned by an east-west beam, set a little north –of-centre (Fig
A5.57), the west end of which carried by the brick spur wall that formed the north side of the
hearth; the beam as well as the upright-section north-south joists has neat run-out stops.
North of the hearth was a tight winder stair to the upper room, now (Fig A5.54).  The west
wall, behind both hearth and stair, has a projecting cobble plinth, only absent in the recess to
the south of the hearth (Figs A5.90, A5.97).  A recess opposite, at the south end of the east
wall, was formerly a doorway into the Sitting Room in the main body of the house (Fig
A5.98).

The Cottage bedroom had a short partition at the head of the stair, and a fireplace on the west
(Fig A5.81).
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Discussion

Although its external impression is of a small 18th century house of a type familiar throughout
the Vale of York (and Tees Valley) the property appears to represent the remodelling of a
sub-medieval vernacular house.  It is not easy to make a definitive reconstruction of the
building history as the combination of brick and rubble need not necessarily mean different
building phases; brick as the prestigious material might well be used in the front elevation of
a building whilst the more-readily available stone would be used for other walls, especially if
it could be concealed by render.  However, the massive hearth in the east gable end, the
mullioned window in the north wall, and the evident multiple phases of brickwork in the
internal walls seem to point to the piecemeal remodelling of an older structure.  This older
fabric does not preserve any real indicants of its age, although the fact that its fabric clearly
re-uses much earlier material suggests that it is post-medieval, built after the mid-16th century
when abandoned buildings of the hospital would provide a ready quarry for materials.

The position of the gable-end fireplace, south-of-centre as regards the rubble outer walls of
the building and the remains of a cobbled surface throughout, seems to imply that the present
layout of principal rooms with an outshut to the north perpetuates an earlier one, in turn
reflecting a medieval single aisled ground plan.  In parts of Yorkshire early post-medieval
houses with a timber arcade to a rear outshut are a relatively common vernacular form.  If the
brick internal walls replicate earlier timber-framed partitions, then the brick south wall may
replace a timber facade-or perhaps the house was simply upgraded with fashionable brick
replacing a stone wall.  Some of the re-used timbers in the roof may come from removed
partitions; the present roof structure, an interesting ‘lowland’ one in that it lacks a ridge, need
not necessarily pre-date the 18th century remodelling.

The Cottage can only be a few years later than the main house, and it too re-uses older
material in the odd cobble plinth to its west end and two fragments of the strange double-
chamfered door jamb of a lost doorway-which could even be of medieval date (Figs A5.114,
A5.115) – that must relate to some structure unrelated to the present building.

The present orientation of the building does not align with the substantial and extensive
earthworks of the hospital scattered across a series of enclosures within the precinct,
suggesting that the present building owes nothing to what was on the site before the
dissolution.  The earthworks of a substantial hospital building lie to the east, but not in line
with the standing structure.  The re-used material clearly comes from the medieval hospital
on the site, which documentary evidence shows had an extensive complex of buildings.  The
stone with the roll moulding is particularly interesting, indicating that there was a high-status
Romanesque of early Gothic building with ashlar dressings erected soon after the foundation
of the hospital c1200; it now seems likely that the founder was Philip de Poitou, Bishop of
Durham 1197-1208, rather than his predecessor Hugh de Pudsey (1154-1194).  The list of
buildings given in a series of 13th century documents, and those implied by service people
there such as bakers etc suggests that there was a large collection of structures akin to small
monastic establishment on the site.  Indeed when the hospital was surrendered on 19 May
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1540, the warden and his confraters met in the chapter house; either this or a chapel (perhaps
attached to the east end of an infirmary hall) might have provided the roll moulded stone.

Peter Ryder (with comments from Dr Steve Moorhouse)

13.0 ARCHIVE LOCATION

The site archive of records and materials recovered is currently prepared in accordance with
MAP2, ref. 14.1, and Institute of Field Archaeologists’ guidelines, ref. 14.3.

Copies of the final report will be deposited with the Museum of York, the County Historic
Environment Record, the commissioning client and the planning authority.

The project archive will be deposited with the Museum of York, within six months of the
completion of the site work.

Ian Farmer Associates Archaeological Services support the OASIS project, and the OASIS
reference for this project is Ianfarmer1-51789.  A summary is included in Appendix 8.
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Your ref: Heritage Section, Countryside Service
Planning & Countryside Unit

Our ref: 2123 GF C5446  & C5427 County Hall, Northallerton
North Yorkshire  DL7 8AH

Contact: Gail Falkingham Tel: 01609 780780
Fax: 01609 532558

Ext: 2839 E-mail:  gail.falkingham@northyorks.gov.uk
www.northyorks.gov.uk

15 June 2006

Dear Sirs,

Application Nos: 06/00430/FUL & 06/00431/LBC
Proposed Development: SPITAL HOUSE, THIRSK ROAD, NORTHALLERTON,
ALTERATIONS AND EXTENSIONS TO THE EXISTING DWELLING, CONSTRUCTION OF
GARAGE WITH GARDEN STORE AND CONVERSION OF BARN TO FORM ANCILLARY
DOMESTIC ACCOMMODATION

Further to my original letters of response to the above applications (my letters of 27 March &
20 April 2006 refer), the applicant has commissioned a scheme of archaeological trial
trenching to evaluate the archaeological potential of the site. This work is being carried out
by Ian Farmer Associates, in accordance with a written scheme of investigation (WSI)
supplied by this office.

I have received an interim report on the results of this work, which is due to be completed on
site at the end of this week. The final written report will be available some weeks hence, once
specialist reports on the finds have been prepared, as well as the overall site narrative and
drawings. Two site meetings have been held during the work in progress between the
applicant, Mrs V Gamon, myself, Mr O’Brien and Mr I Stewart of Ian Farmer Associates to
discuss the potential archaeological implications of the findings. I am writing in response to
the interim report (see attached), in order to expedite matters relating to the granting of any
planning consent.

The evaluation has comprised the investigation of six trial trenches, targeted at areas to be
affected by the proposed development. Archaeological remains have been found in all
trenches, relating to occupation of the site in the medieval and post-medieval periods. Two of
the trenches, those closest to the rear of the house and the outbuilding, have revealed
evidence for robbed out trenches of a substantial stone wall foundations, which may relate to
one, or possibly two separate buildings.

\Contd…

Head of Development Services
Planning & Environmental Services                             cc       Mr R O’Brien, Romanby
Hambleton District Council
Civic Centre, Stone Cross
NORTHALLERTON
North Yorkshire  DL6 2UU

FAO Mrs Bridget Robinson

mailto:falkingham@northyorks.gov.uk
www.northyorks.gov.uk
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Dating evidence from these features indicates a medieval date contemporary with the former
use of the site as a hospital. Finds that have been recovered include medieval window lead
and glass fragments, medieval pottery and stone roofing tile fragments, suggesting
building(s) of some status.

The relationship of the present farm house to these remains is still unclear. It may be that the
farm house includes fabric contemporary with the hospital site; it may be that it has been built
on the site of the hospital, reusing some of the limestone fabric in its construction following
the dissolution in the mid 16th century.

In the area of the proposed new garage, a fragmented cobbled surface which appears to
have slumped over an earlier feature has been located at 0.6m below current ground level.
This feature has yet to be further investigated. Discussions with Mr O’Brien have indicated
that a shallow foundation raft could be used in this area to minimise the impact of
development upon these remains. Other aspects of the development, such as the septic
tank, are proposed to be located along the access track into the site, again to avoid the main
areas of archaeological interest.

The uppermost of the archaeological remains close to the present farm house survive at a
relatively shallow depth, between 0.2 and 0.3m below current ground levels. They are
vulnerable, therefore, to all but the shallowest of processes. It has been discussed that the
main areas of impact to these remains will be from the proposed new service and drainage
trenches/manholes around the farm house, and from any excavations required to underpin
and extend the present dwelling, and to reduce the floor levels internally for damp-proofing.

I would advise, therefore, that an appropriate level of archaeological recording should be built
into the development programme to allow for the detailed recording, followed by analysis and
publication of results, of any archaeological remains that will be affected by these works. In
addition, this should be accompanied by a programme of photographic recording of the
present farm house before any restoration works are carried out.

Such a programme of archaeological works may be secured by the attachment of the
following condition to any planning permission granted, in accordance with the guidance of
PPG 16 on Archaeology and Planning, DoE, 1990 and Policies HH19-21 of the Hambleton
District  Local Plan:-

Condition:
“No development shall take place within the application area until the applicant has secured
the implementation of a programme of archaeological and architectural recording in
accordance with a written scheme of investigation which has been submitted by the applicant
and approved by the Planning Authority.”

Reason:
The site is of archaeological interest.

The Heritage Section does not undertake archaeological work of this nature and the
applicant is advised to commission a professional archaeological contractor. I would be
happy to provide or agree a written scheme of investigation for this work upon request.
Should you have any queries, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Yours faithfully,

GAIL FALKINGHAM
Senior Archaeologist
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7  =  1 .50 7  =  40.74
8  =  2 .40 8  =  39.84
9  =  1 .58 9  =  40.66

TB M = 40 .83
B S = 1 .33
C oll =  42 .16

FS C L
10 =  1 .53 10 =  40 .63
11 =  2 .35 11 =  39 .81
12 =  1 .48 12 =  40 .68
13 =  2 .34 13 =  39 .82
14 =  1 .50 14 =  40 .66
15 =  1 .47 15 =  40 .69
16 =  2 .14 16 =  40 .02
17 =  1 .49 17 =  40 .67
18 =  2 .41 18 =  40 .02
19 =  1 .42 19 =  40 .74
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Section 3

Section 8

N

Figure A3.12:  Trench 13

View of Trench from the  North-west-west

0.50m

View of Trench showing wall (4)
from NW

View of Trench from NE

Plan of wall (4), demolition material (1302) and section locations
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Figure A3.13:  Trench 13

View of Section 8 looking north

NE

1302

1301

1300

0.50m

5.50m to NE end
of trench

40.40m AOD

Section 8 looking north
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Figure A3.14:  Trenches 12/14
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Plan of cobbles (1404) & soils (1401)
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Figure A3.15:  Trenches 12/14

Representative section looking north
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Figure A4.2:  Trench 11
Matrix
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Figure A4.3:  Trench 12
Matrix
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Figure A4.4:  Trench 13
Matrix
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Figure A4.5:  Trench 14
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Figure A4.6:  Farmhouse Floor
Matrix
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Figure A4.7:  Cottage Annex Floor
Matrix
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Figure A4.8:  Outshut Floor
Matrix
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Pot and miscellaneous finds [see list at end for non pot finds]

Quantification, Distribution and Dating
A small assemblage of 72 sherds of pottery weighing 1693 grms was recovered from
the site. There were also five fragments of clay pipe stem and ten of various kinds of
ceramic building material. The distribution of the finds in the areas excavated is
shown in the table. In addition to these items there were two flat fragments of stone,
probably roof flags, from Tr. 11 and three glass fragments from the Annex. A two
pence piece dated 1977 from the front entrance is assumed to be intrusive as the
other finds from here suggested a 17th or perhaps early 18th century date. There
were a few fragments of medieval, or possible medieval pottery, present but the
majority of the assemblage appeared to be of 17th/19th century date. However,
sherds which could definitely be assigned to the 19th century were in the minority.

pottery clay pipe cbm
Tr. 11 11 5
Tr. 12 9
Tr. 13 18 3
Tr. 14 2 2
Front 3 3
Annex 28 1
Rear 1

Range and Variety (see catalogue for details)
There were two fragments of reduced green glazed pottery. One, a base sherd was
of late medieval type (14th/15th c.). The other was a thumbed pad (probably a handle
attachment), glazed both inside and out, and possibly 16th century. There were two
other possible medieval fragments but the bulk of the assemblage comprised post
medieval oxidised wares.

One group of these has been catalogued as 'local post medieval' and has a light
red/light orange to buff fabric with brown or green/brown glazes. Two jars, one
handled, and a probable bowl were present. These are post medieval coarsewares
typical of the 16th and 17th centuries, and a production site is known to be located at
Osmotherley (Wrathmell 1988, p. 39 and Brears 1971 p. 228), a few miles to the
west of Northallerton. Similar types are also known from Durham (Ellison 1993 p. 96).
Such types continued to be made into the 18th century.

More numerous, though on average smaller, were sherds of 'later glazed red
earthenware'. The fabric is typically hard and quite a dark red colour, though these
wares were referred to as 'brownwares' by those who produced them. They were
manufactured in large quantities at various sites in the north-east from the 18th
through to the 20th century. There were both plain brown glazed, and vessels with an
internal white slip coating, present, and a single black glazed sherd (a jar rim). Most
of the other sherds appeared to be from bowls. A few other fragments of red
earthenware did not fit into either of these two groups (see catalogue). There were a
few other earthenwares of 17th/18th century type including a small fragment of a
Staffordshire type and the base of a tin glazed earthenware dish.
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Two of the clay pipe stems from the Annex ([1501]) were marked with a small heart
shaped stamp with the initials WI. This stamp is known but the maker has not yet
been identified (Susie White pers comm.).

Methodology
The group was catalogued by context and sherd family (sherds from one vessel, with
miscellaneous sherds grouped by type in one record), recording counts and weights.

Discussion/Potential
The 'later' redwares, which were a major component of the assemblage, cannot be
closely dated on their own as, although they appear in the first half of the 18th

century, they continue in production in the region into the 20th century. The little that
could be more clearly dated to the 19th century (small fragments of refined whiteware
and the impressed stoneware jar) was associated both with clearly earlier material
and with the 'later' redwares. It is thus not possible to assess how much of the
assemblage is 'residual' in 19th century deposits or if perhaps, in the case of
Trenches 11 and 12, the small fragments of 19th century pottery are intrusive into
essentially earlier material. The range of post medieval material is of some interest
but, unfortunately, the small size of the assemblage limits any further interpretation
and there is no potential for further work.

References
Brears, P.C.D, 1971 The English Country Pottery: Its History and Techniques Newton
Abbot
Ellison, M., 1993 The Pottery in Lowther, P., Ebbatson, L., Ellison, M., and Millet, M.,
The City of Durham: An Archaeological Survey, Durham Archaeological Journal 9
Wrathmell, S. 1987 in Young, G.A.B. 'Excavation at Southgate, Hartlepool, Cleveland
1981-2' Durham Archaeological Journal 3. pp.38 ->
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Abbreviations used in catalogue:

Fabric names:
blgre Black glazed later red earthenware
ew earthenware
gl glazed
lgre Later glazed red earthenware (18th to 20th c.)
lgre sl As above with internal slip coating
lpm Local post medieval (earthenware) 16th to 18th c.
pm rg Post medieval reduced green glazed (16th c.)
ref ww Refined white earthenware (18th c. ->)
tge Tin glazed earthenware (17th/18th c.)
util st Utilitarian ('modern') stoneware (19th c.)
wsglst White salt glazed stoneware (18th c.)

Form sherds:
b base
h handle
r rim

Mainly used in comments:
dec decoration
ext external
gl glazed
glx2 glazed inside and out
int internal
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Unstratified
blackw 1 80 sp Teapot spout with gold painted dec.

Context 1100 19th century
pm rg 1 21 With thumbed pad
ref ww 2 6 One with painted dec. One with mixed colour glazes. Too small

to identify clearly.

Context 1102 18th century
lpm 7 226 r+h Oxidised light red fabric with green glaze. Jar rim and strap handle
brown gl st 1 6 r Nottingham type stoneware with rich brown gl. Slightly out turned

rim, grooves on body.

Context 1200 19th century?
late rg 1 30 b
black gl red 1 8 Flake - light red fabric
red ew 1 15 Flake of light red earthenware, only ungl outer surface remains.
lgre sl 5 50 2r Everted flanged bowl rim. Another small rolled out rim.
ref ww 1 9 b Base of sponge dec hollow ves.

Context 1301 19th century
whitew 1 11 Flat frag with pink margins/surfaces. Ungl. ?medieval
red ew 1 18 Ungl fragment of red ew. Not sure what this is - may be cbm.
lgre 5 81 r Plain brown gl everted/flanged rim.
lgre sl 3 168 2r Glaze has slight blue tinge over white int slip. Bowl rims - one

rolled over, one thickened and rolled out.
util st 6 295 b lid Jar with impressed mark BOLLAND BEDALE. Grey stoneware, lid

and part of base have brown colouring to gl. Clear elsewhere.

Context 1302 16th/17th century
pink ew 1 80 Flakey/worn int yellow gl speckled with copper green. ?Post- med

bowl
lpm 1 31 h Strap handle with green gl

Context 1401 ?18th century
orange gl 1 6 ?medieval
blgre 1 22 r Slightly clubbed ?jar rim

Context 1501 17th century
red ew 2 69 Two joining pieces, gl x2 greeny brown
lpm 1 5 Lighter fabric than 2 joining sherds this context.
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Context 1603 18th century
red ew 1 21 r Light red fabric with some opaque white inclusions, partial reduced

core. Slightly clubbed rim and int gl.
tge 4 70 b Ring base of dish with pale blue tin glaze. 18th century
brown gl ew 4 51 b Three bits clubbed base, may be one vessel but too abraded to be

sure. Soft buff fabric, brown streaky uneven gl. 17th/18th c.
Staffs type 1 3 Buff ew with clear gl with brown slip mottling ext. Beginning of

handle? Small hv (mug or jug). 17th/18th c.
lpm 3 141 2r b Clubbed jar rim, other is simple, probably everted bowl rim,

thickened base. Base is reduced with only ext margin oxidised,
bowl rim has thin grey core, also slightly streaky - ?same ves -
greenish int gl. Jar rim is paler light orange with buff ext margin.
Brown int gl.

brown gl st 1 16 r Everted rim with band of lines of small sub rect impressions.
Notts/Derbyshire type?

brown gl st 2 68 Two joining coarse stoneware with glossy brown gl ext and light
greyish int gl. Fabric varies from greyish buff to pale orange.
Straight sided jar.

wsglst 1 1
lgre 5 44 b Clubbed base. Sherds not all same ves but plain brown gl x2 -

lowest bit of base not glazed ext.
lgre sl 5 39 r 2b Rim, bases and one other have brown streaked/mottled gl on int

white slip. Additional frag is plain, but small so could be from ves
with streaked gl.

buff ew 1 2 b Part of a ring base, clear gl.
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Non-pot finds
Context 1100
Small lump of mortar
Fragment of shell

Context 1102
A chunk of mortared ?wall core
3 brick fragments:

1 is c. 105mm wide
1 is c. 45mm thick
1 has no measurable dimensions

Fabric is light red/pinkish red with grey core in parts. 17th c. or later type.
Corner of a stone roof flag
A fragment of another possible roof flag

[Separate bag with pot]
Fragment of pantile (17th c. or later)
Fragment of glazed floor tile, 30mm thick. Possibly medieval, sooting suggests re use.
Small fragment of bone
Fragment of oyster shell.

Context 1108
2 small lumps of mortar

Context 1301
Small lump of mortar
3 joining flakes of dark red cbm. ?tile/drain

Context 1401
2 fragments of cbm/tile.

Context 1501
3 pieces of clay pipe stem. 2 have small heart impression with letters WI within. Stem bore 6/64"
Two pence piece 1977

Context 1603
Clay pipe stem 7/64" stem bore.
Clear glass ?jar fragment
Bottle neck in brown glass with shallow spiral grooves
Fragment of dark green bottle glass

Context 1703
Piece of clay pipe stem 7/64" bore.





Figure A5.9: Front elevation of
farmhouse looking North

Figure A5.10: Front elevation of
farmhouse looking North-west



Figure A5.11: Gable end of farm-
house looking West

Figure A5.12: Rear elevation of
farmhouse looking South



Figure A5.13: Cottage & Gable
end looking East

Figure A5.14: 3/4 Front of farm-
house looking North-east



Figure A5.15: 3/4 Rear of farm-
house looking South-west

Figure A5.14:  Cottage annex/
outhouse roof looking South-east



Figure A5.17: Outhouse
interior & west outshut
window looking East

Figure A5.18:  Cottage
annex/outhouse roof looking
South-east



Figure A5.19: Farmhouse
sitting room window
looking North

Figure A5.20:  Farmhouse
east front bedroom window
looking North



Figure A5.21: Farmhouse
front entrance looking
North

Figure A5.22:  Cottage
annex front entrance
looking North



Figure A5.23: Cottage
annex ground floor window
looking North

Figure A5.24:  Cottage annex
bedroom window looking North



Figure A5.25: Quoinstone
gatepost looking West

Figure A5.26:  Quoinstone
gatepost looking North-east



Figure A5.27: Cottage North-east

Figure A5.28:  Cottage
annex looking North



Figure A5.29: Farmhouse
closed up stair window
looking South

Figure A5.30:  Farmhouse
East outshut/bathroom
window/blocked doorway
looking South



Figure A5.31: Farmhouse
West outshut/kitchen &
rear windows looking
South

Figure A5.32:  East outshut/
bathroom window/blocked
doorway & blocked rear
bedroom window looking
South



Figure A5.34: Farmhouse gable end looking
South-east

Figure A5.33:  East outshut/
bathroom window/blocked
doorway & blocked rear
bedroom window looking
South



Figure A5.35: Outbuildings
looking North-east

Figure A5.36: Outbuildings
looking East



Figure A5.38: Cottage annex gale end
showing cobble lower course looking East

Figure A5.37:  Farmhouse
entrance corridor looking
North



Figure A5.39: Cottage annex gable end
looking East

Figure A5.40: Wall butting farmhouse East
gable end looking North-west



Figure A5.41: Farmhouse
sitting room looking west

Figure A5.42:  Farmhouse
sitting room looking east



Figure A5.43: Farmhouse
sitting room  showing fire-
place looking north west

Figure A5.44:  Farmhouse
sitting room ceiling looking
north west



Figure A5.45: Bath in east
outshut/bathroom, looking
north east

Figure A5.46:  Farmhouse
west front bedroom, looking
west



Figure A5.47: Farmhouse
west front bedroom, look-
ing east

Figure A5.46:  Farmhouse
west front bedroom ceiling,
looking   west



Figure A5.49: Farmhouse
west front bedroom, fire-
place, looking west

Figure A5.50:  Farmhouse
west outshut bedroom,
looking   north west



Figure A5.51: Farmhouse outshut west
bedroom, looking east

Figure A5.52: Farmhouse
outshut east bedroom,
looking east



Figure A5.53: Farmhouse east rear
bedroom blocked window, looking east

Figure A5.54: Cottage annex ground floor
fireplace, looking west



Figure A5.55: Cottage annex ground floor,
looking north

Figure A5.56: Cottage annex ground floor ,
looking south



Figure A5.57: Cottage annex ground floor
alcove/doorway, looking east

Figure A5.58: Cottage annex bedroom,
looking east



Figure A5.59: Cottage annex bedroom,
looking south

Figure A5.60: Cottage
annex bedroom, looking
west



Figure A5.61: Cottage annex
stairway, looking north

Figure A5.62: Farmhouse living room
fireplace, looking east



Figure A5.63: Farmhouse living room stairs
and bathroom entrances, looking north

Figure A5.64: East outshut/bathroom
looking north west



Figure A5.65: Farmhouse
ground floor central corridor,
looking west

Figure A5.62: Farmhouse west outshut/
kitchen, looking west



Figure A5.67: Farmhouse west outshut/
kitchen, looking north west

Figure A5.68: Farmhouse
ground floor central
corridor showing cobbled
surface, looking east



Figure A5.69: Farmhouse east front
bedroom and fireplace, looking east

Figure A5.70: Farmhouse east front
bedroom, looking south east



Figure A5.71: Farmhouse east front
bedroom showing roof timbers, looking east

Figure A5.72: Farmhouse east front
Bedroom roof timbers



Figure A5.73: Farmhouse east front
bedroom roof timbers

Figure A5.74: Farmhouse/cottage annex
dividing wall, looking west



Figure A5.75: Farmhouse stairs and
shuttered rear stair window, looking north

Figure A5.76: Farmhouse living room
ceiling



Figure A5.77: Farmhouse top of stairs,
looking north

Figure A5.78: Farmhouse
bottom of stairs, looking
north



Figure A5.79: Farmhouse east gable end
stone work, looking west

Figure A5.80: Farmhouse west bedroom
plaster removed, looking west



Figure A5.81: Cottage annex bedroom, look-
ing east

Figure A5.82: Floor tiles throughout
Farmhouse ground floor



Figure A5.83: Farmhouse sitting room with
floor and plaster removed, looking west

Figure A5.84: Farmhouse sitting room with
floor and east wall removed, looking east



Figure A5.85 Farmhouse sitting room with
floor and plaster removed, looking north

Figure A5.86: Farmhouse living room
original fireplace looking east



Figure A5.87: Farmhouse
living room copper/set pot
alcove, looking north east

Figure A5.88: East outshut/
bathroom bricked up wall,
looking south east



Figure A5.90: Cottage annex ground floor
exterior wall after removal of fireplace,
looking north west

Figure A5.89: Farmhouse liv-
ing room copper/set pot
alcove, looking east



Figure A5.92: Farmhouse
outshut/bathroom after re-
moval of tiled floor and wall
plaster, looking north east

Figure A5.91: Farmhouse east front
bedroom with wall partially removed,
looking east



outshut/bathroom en-
trance, looking north east

Figure A5.94: Blocked door-
way in farmhouse outshut/
bathroom, looking south
east

Figure A5.93: Farmhouse



Figure A5.95 Farmhouse living room fire-
place, looking south east

Figure A5.96: Farmhouse living room
partially exposed cobble foundations,

looking south east



Figure A5.97: Cottage partially exposed
cobble floor/makeup, hearth and cobble

plinth, looking north west

Figure A5.98: Cottage partially exposed
cobble floor/makeup, looking north east



Figure A5.99: Farmhouse living room wall
after removal of  floor showing stone

foundations, looking south

Figure A5.100: Farmhouse entrance after
removal of wall, taken from sitting room,
showing floor foundations, looking east



Figure A5.101: Farmhouse
entrance prior to
rebuilding, looking north

Figure A5.102: Farmhouse
entrance prior to
rebuilding, looking south



Figure A5.103: Blocked
doorway in west outshut/
kitchen, looking south

Figure A5.104: Farmhouse
rear corridor, looking west



Figure A5.106: West outshut/kitchen east
wall partially removed, looking east

Figure A5.105: Farmhouse
rear corridor, looking east



Figure A5.107: West outshut/kitchen east
wall partially removed, showing staircase,

looking east

Figure A5.108: Farmhouse east bedroom
roof timbers, looking west



Figure A5.109: Farmhouse east bedroom
roof timbers, looking north west

Figure A5.110: Farmhouse east bedroom
roof timbers, looking south west



Figure A5.111: Farmhouse living room bres-
sumer, looking north west

Figure A5.112: Cottage partially exposed
cobble floor/makeup, looking east



Figure A5.113: Fragement of re-used double-
chamfered door jamb

Figure A5.114: Retrieved medieval architectual
fragements with roll-moulded block



outshut/bathroom showing
cobble surface, looking
north

outshut/bathroom entrance
showing cobble surface,
looking north

Figure A5.115: Farmhouse

Figure A5.116: Farmhouse



beams and remnants of rubble makeup,
looking west

render and floor removed showing brick
Figure A5.117: Farmhouse sitting room
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